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Point of Contact and References

The point of contact for regimental dress matters is:

Major (Retd) Bruce McKay MBE

RGR Regimental Secretary

Headquarters Brigade of Gurkhas

Former Army Staff College

Slim Road

Camberley

Surrey

GU15 4PQ

Tel: 01276 412624

Email: bruce.mckay100@mod.uk

Source Documents:

Army Dress Regulations (ADRs) Part 1-13

JSP768 Defence Clothing Catalogue
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Field Marshal Viscount Slim (ex-6GR)

“It is a great mistake to belittle the importance of smartness in turn-out, alertness of 
carriage, cleanliness of person, saluting or precision of movement. I do not believe that 
troops can have unshakeable battlefield discipline without showing those outward and 
formal signs, which mark the pride men take in themselves and their units and the mutual 
confidence and respect that exists between them and their officers. It was our experience 
in a tough school that the best fighting units, in the long run, were not necessarily those 
with the most advertised reputations, but those who, when they came out of battle at once 
resumed a more formal discipline and appearance.”

Field Marshall Viscount Slim, Defeat Into Victory, 1956
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RGR Dress History

The Royal Gurkha Rifles was formed in 1994 from the amalgamation of the following regiments:

•2nd King Edward VII’s Own Gurkha Rifles (2GR)

•6th Queen Elizabeth’s Own Gurkha Rifles (6GR)

•7th Duke of Edinburgh’s Own Gurkha Rifles (7GR)

•10th Princess Mary’s Own Gurkha Rifles (10GR)

During the amalgamation process different aspects of these regiment’s dress customs were brought 

together to create the current uniforms of the RGR.

Many of the Regiment’s dress customs have been gifted from regiments whom with Gurkhas have 

developed a close bond. This provides the RGR with an remarkable combination of elements, which not 

only represents our own history, but those we have fought alongside.

2GR 6GR 7GR 10GR
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The Kukri

In 1767 Prithwi Narayan Shah, King of the independent Kingdom of Gorkha to the west of Katmandu Valley invaded that valley and, despite facing 

numerically superior forces, succeeded in conquering them. Kathmandu fell on 29 September 1768 and thus he became the first King of Nepal.

When he invaded the valley, his troops encountered soldiers armed with traditional edged weapons such as swords, spears and daggers. His own troops 

carried a comparatively new weapon; a short oddly curved knife and the inability of his enemies to develop a parry for this knife known as the kukri was, in 

some measure at least, responsible for their defeat. As long as edged weapons continued as the principal weapon of soldiers, the kukri remained superior in 

hand to hand conflict. Even today the kukri in the hands of an expert remains practically unparryable by sword, sabre or rapier.

The kukri, regarded as traditional to all hill tribes of Nepal, is both a formidable weapon and a tool which has innumerable uses from shaping timber to 

chopping up meat and vegetables. The blade is of tempered steel, slightly curved and exceedingly sharp. The handle is usually of wood or buffalo horn. A 

nick in the blade close to the handle serves the purpose of preventing blood from reaching the handle and is also symbolic of the Hindu Trinity of Bramah, 

Vishnu and Shiva. The blade is enclosed in a scabbard of wood and leather and the whole weapon is some sixteen to eighteen inches long. Two small knives 

are found at the top of the scabbard, one blunt (Chakmak) and the other sharp (Karda). The correct use of the former is for starting a fire with a flint stone, 

and the latter is for skinning or general purpose use.

Gurkhas have used Kukris throughout their entire service in the British Army and it continues to be worn with both ceremonial and field forms of dress.

Gurkha warriors with kukris c.1814-1816. Kukris in use during the Second World War.
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Becoming a Rifle Regiment

Since their formation in 1815, the Gurkhas served in many locations for the British East India Company. However, the Gurkhas particularly distinguished 

themselves during the Indian Mutiny of 1857 when, with the 60th Rifles (King’s Royal Rifle Corps) and the Queen’s Own Corps of Guides, the Sirmoor 

Battalion (later 2GR) held the key positions on Dehli Ridge through three months of fighting.

For the Sirmoor Battalion’s service at Delhi it was granted a third honorary colour and its title was changed to the Sirmoor Rifle Regiment and was permitted 

to wear a uniform similar to that of the King's Royal Rifle Corps and use the Rifleman rank. This is the origin of the red scarlet piping worn on RGR tunics 

(jackets), and although the Sirmoor Battalion wore green uniforms prior to Dehli, when given the title of a rifle regiment the Gurkhas had the honour of 

wearing ‘Rifles Green’. This colour represents the values of Sir John Moore, founder of the Rifle regiments, of open-order tactics and mobility; camouflage 

and concealment; individual marksmanship; and intelligence and self-reliance.

In 1863, it having been decided that it was not appropriate for a Rifle Regiment, the colours were laid up and Queen Victoria granted the now 2nd Goorkhas 

a Truncheon, a unique colour much revered by the Regiment, known as the ‘Nishani Mai’. To this day the Queen’s Truncheon is carried by the Royal 

Gurkha Rifles, and is accorded the honours due to a Queen's Colour.

Gurkhas from the Sirmoor Battalion fighting alongside 60th Rifles at Hindu Rao’s 

house, 1857. The red facing can be seen on the 60th Rifles’ soldier’s uniforms.
2nd Goorkhas in Cyprus, 1878, can be seen wearing red facings and Rifles Green 

uniform. The officers are wearing pouch belts similar to 60th Rifles.
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Kilmarnock Hat 

The Kilmarnock Hat was in widespread use by the British Army since 

1811 in lieu of the cumbersome Shako. It was probably introduced for 

Gurkhas in the Honourable East India Company’s service in 1844 or 

1845. The Kilmarnock had quite a high (and floppy) top. Its direct 

descendent the Scottish Bonnet, Lowland, still has its floppy top which 

can be worn pulled down to one side like a beret. In Gurkha regiments it 

was worn more or less level, with the soft top upright above the stiff hat 

band and a touri (pom pon) on the top. 

The Kilmarnock had very little to commend it when worn in the field. It 

neither gave protection from the burning sun nor the heavy monsoon rain. 

Over the years, a number of modifications had been made to it both by 

the authorities and individual battalions. In 1864, the Adjutant-Generals 

Department in India had sanctioned khaki covers for wear on field 

service. Later a flap was hooked on to the cover at the back of the 

Kilmarnock to protect the neck from the sun. When 4th Gurkhas went to 

China in 1900 following the Boxer Rebellion, a wired brim, narrow in front 

and wide at the back, was fitted over the Kilmarnock as protection from 

the sun.

The Kilmarnock cap appears to have fallen into abeyance after the First 

World War, but in 2nd Goorkhas it was reintroduced for Drill Order in 

1927 and the soft type continued in use as parade wear until 1947. Other 

Gurkha Regiments subsequently adopted a style similar to the pillbox cap 

for drill and ceremonial duties. In 1948, in Malaya, all Gurkha regiments 

were obliged to conform to the lower-sided hard pill-box cap with chin-

strap which has been worn by the Brigade of Gurkhas since then. The 

red touri worn by the RGR today was bough forward from 6GR.

2/5th Gurkhas wear Kilmarnock hats in battle during the Hazara Expedition, 1888.

6GR soldiers parade wearing Kilmarnocks with red touri in Hong Kong, 1986.
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Hats, Felt, Gurkha

Hats, Felt, Gurkha has become synonymous with the Gurkha soldier and was first introduced into Gurkha 

Regiments for field service wear. The hat went on to be worn by Gurkha units on the frontiers of India and in 

all the operational theatres during both World Wars. Today it is no longer worn in the field and its wear is 

now primary confined to parades and ceremonial duties.

The origins of Hats, Felt, Gurkha date from the beginning of the 20th Century when a substitute form of 

head dress was being sought to replace the Kilmarnock Hat for wear on field service. The Kilmarnock had 

very little to commend it when worn in the field. It neither gave protection from the burning sun nor the 

heavy monsoon rain. Attempts to modify the Kilmarnock to make it more practical were unsatisfactory.

At the time of the 2nd Boer War in South Africa, the slouch hat, worn by the Dominion Forces of the British 

Empire, was becoming an increasingly popular form of head dress with British troops in the field. This may 

have influenced the introduction of a hat of similar design within Gurkha Regiments. It was during the 

Waziristan Blockade in 1901, that the 1st Battalion 2nd (Prince of Wales Own) Gurkha Rifles tried out a new 

hat advocated by one of its officers, Lieutenant Bechar. It consisted of a several layers of cloth covered on 

both sides with puttoo or home spun tweed. It was criss-cross machine stitched, giving it a certain amount 

of stiffness to help maintain its shape. Sometimes known as the Kashmir hat, it was fitted with a light 

puggaree, ventilating holes and a chin strap. The whole effect resembled a slouch hat, affording protection 

both from the sun and the rain. Similar head dress was introduced into other Gurkha Regiments during the 

same period. Initially procured from unofficial sources, it was eventually sanctioned by Army Headquarters 

and issued through ordnance channels under the nomenclature of ‘Hats, Felt, Gurkha’.

The Zakka Khel Expedition, on the North West Frontier of India, in 1908 was the first campaign when the 

new field service head dress was worn by 5th and elements of 6th Gurkha Rifles. Regiments and Battalions 

soon began to fashion the hat to their own designs. Some wore it with either the left or right side hooked up; 

puggarees were added, with Regimental coloured piping; and Regimental badges and or flashes were 

incorporated. In the years following the 1st World War, the brim became flat and stiffened, as we know it 

today, and the hat was worn well tilted over one ear and a size or two smaller than necessary for effect. 

This laid most of the skull bare to the elements, thereby defeating the original object of the hat to give 

protection from the sun and rain. Initially, Hats, Felt, Gurkha were only worn by Gurkha officers and soldiers, 

but photographic evidence suggests that British officers began to wear the hat in the 1920s. By the end of 

the 2nd World War, the hat was being worn by all ranks in most Gurkha Regiments.

1/6th GR soldiers in Abbottabad while the hat 

was still worn straight for field service, 1917.

6GR sentries on Windsor Castle wear Hats, 

Felt, Gurkha sloped to the right for parade 

use, 1987.
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The RGR wears Hunting Stewart Tartan as a legacy of 10GR’s affiliation with the Royal Scots. It was in 1895 that the first association between 10GR and 

The Royal Scots was established. 10GR, serving at Maymyo in Upper Burma, sent a number of pipers to the 2nd Royal Scots, then based in Mandalay, 

for training. This association was strengthened in 1926 when the pipers of the 10GR were authorised to wear Hunting Stuart tartan plaids, pipe bags and 

ribbons. In 1950 King George VI approved a formal affiliation between the two Regiments.

From the time of their initial training in the 1890s, 10GR pipers wore Hunting Stewart Tartan, with permission from The Royal Scots. In 1924 it became 

necessary to obtain Royal authority to continue this custom, and with support from The Royal Scots the necessary sanction was duly granted by His 

Majesty King George V. In 1950 King George VI further granted all ranks of the Regiment the privilege of wearing a patch of Hunting Stewart Tartan on 

their uniform. This continues with the RGR today, with a patch worn as background to the Regimental Badge on Hats Felt Gurkha and the cummerbund on 

No.11 Tropical Mess Dress.

The Scottish Connection
Hunting Stewart Tartan

Piper from the Royal Scots wearing 

Hunting Stewart tartan, 1890s.
Hunting Stewart Tartan can be seen behind the 

10GR hat badge of Captain Rambahadur Limbu VC

Hunting Stewart tartan pattern.
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In 1949 the Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) were affiliated officially with 7th Gurkha Rifles and to mark the occasion the Regiment asked 

that the 7th Gurkhas should wear their tartan – the Douglas. The Cameronians were also designated a rifle regiment, the officers and men 

were clothed in the distinctive Rifle Green cloth with bands of black thistle lace on the shako and black cords. The Douglas tartan is worn 

to this day by the RGR Pipes and Drums.

The Scottish Connection
Douglas Tartan

Douglas tartan pattern. Cameronians regimental piper wearing 

Douglas tartan as worn in 1949.
7GR pipers in tropical uniform and Douglas tartan.
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14th/20th King’s Hussars ‘Prussian Eagle’

On 16 April 1945 2/6th Gurkha Rifles and 

14th/20th attacked the German occupied town 

of Medicina, Italy. Despite the German’s 

being close to surrender, the two units met 

superb German troops in defence and a 

short, but fierce, battle ensued.

Medicina was a small medieval town with 

narrow streets and cellared houses, posing 

all the problems that operations in built-up 

areas bring. Fighting from building to building 

the Gurkhas fought their way into the town, 

ably supported by the 14/20 KH tanks which 

could blow holes in walls with their 75mm 

guns to allow the infantry to get in. Fighting 

in close quarters was bloody and kukris and 

bayonets were used to good effect where 

ranges were too short for rifle fire. After 

breaking in 1700hrs, 2/6th and 14/20 KH 

secured the town by 2100 that evening. 

Medicina became a battle honour for both 

regiments. To mark the relationship 6GR 

started wearing the Hussars’ Prussian Eagle 

(or ‘Hawk’) and the 14/20 KH adopted the 

crossed kukris on their uniforms. The RGR 

now wear the Hawk on their Cross Belt pouch 

and the King’s Royal Hussars (KRH) wear 

crossed kukris on their Blue Patrols, Service 

Dress and Mess Dress jackets.

Painting by Terence Cuneo. It depicts B Company 2/6 GR with close support by 

a tank of C Squadron 14th/20th King's Hussars. On the right, Subedar Raghu 

Gurung is shown dispatching an anti-tank gun team with his kukri.
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The Ram’s Head

The Ram’s Head is worn on the RGR Cross Belt in recognition of the Sirmoor Battalion’s (later 2GR) action at the Battle of Koonja Fort, near Saharanpur 

in India, 1824. This was the first major action of a Gurkha battalion since being established in 1815. The Sirmoor Battalion had been tasked to pursue 

bandits who were robbing the local community. A band of 800 strong rebels had seized a large consignment of gold and barricaded themselves into the 

Koonja mud fort.

On their initial assault the Gurkhas found their way blocked by a massive gate, covered by fire from the bandits. Using great ingenuity, they cut down a 

large tree with their kukris and used it as a battering ram to breach the fort. After breaking in the Sirmoor Battalion killed 153 bandits, many with kukris, 

and the remaining fled. Order was restored to the region after the bandits’ defeat.

In memory of this action the Sirmoor Battalion adopted the Roman styled Ram’s Head as a symbol on their cross belts to represent using the battering 

ram to overcome adversity. 

Ram’s Head, chain and whistle from The Sirmoor Rifles. 2GR Pouch Belt retained the Ram’s Head and ‘Sirmoor Rifles’ title. 

The battle honour ‘Dehli 1857’ is written on the centre plate.
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Pouch Belt Centre Plate and Whistle

The RGR Cross Belt centre plate is a combination of the Regiment’s heritage from the 

10th Madras Infantry (later 10GR) Assaye Elephant and Amboor Rock Fort

and the Victorian laurels and Maltese Cross containing the RGR’s Battle honours.

In 1767, only a year after it was raised, the 10th Madras Infantry became the first sepoy 

unit to achieve a major success on its own: for its stubborn and strategically vital 

defence of the fort of Amboor against immense odds it was immediately awarded new 

colours bearing the word AMBOOR and the badge of a Rock Fort, which constituted 

the first battle honour or honorary distinction ever granted to any unit of the British 

Indian armies. When the honour ASSAYE and the badge of an Elephant were added in 

1803 the Regiment is believed to have become the first in the British Indian Armies to 

carry honours for two battles.

The 10th Madras was disbanded and its numerical title handed to the newly formed 10th

Gurkha Rifles. 10GR maintained the Assaye Elephant and Amboor Rock Fort in 

honour of the 10th Madras’ proud history and this continues with the RGR today.

The Maltese Cross is another rifles tradition, which was first used by 5/60th Rifles when 

formed as one of the original rifle rifle units in 1897. It contains the capbadge and 

Battle Honours of the RGR.  The Crown and Laurels denote the Regiment’s Royal 

status. 

The whistle was first used by the Light Infantry or Rifles regiments of the British Army 

from the early 19th century. The whistle was used to communicate to soldiers in the 

noise and heat of battle and there were different whistle calls for different orders in the 

same way that the infantry used different bugle calls, such as Reveille and Last Post. 

Orders were sent by bugle or whistle instead of drum (since the sound of a bugle 

carries further and it is difficult to move fast when carrying a drum).

10th Madras 19th Century Drum Major's mace depicting the Honorary 

Badges of an Elephant and a Rock Fort

60th Rifles whistle and keeper in a similar style subsequently 

adopted by Gurkha Regiments.
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Rifle Pattern Sword and Knot

When the 1822 pattern Infantry sword was 

introduced, the Rifle regiments were ordered to 

adopt it. In 1827 however, for The Rifles, the gilt 

brass hilt was replaced wih a hilt of the same 

design made in steel. The Royal Cypher was also 

replaced with a stringed bugle horn.

In the pre-1947 Indian Army, officers of Gurkha 

regiments wore the steel hilted Rifles sword with 

a plain oval surround to the cartouche on the hilt, 

showing the stringed bugle horn. (The exception 

was the 5th Gurkha Rifles who copied the British 

Army Rifle Brigade sword with a wreathed oval 

surround to the cartouche of the sword hilt).

Today, RGR officers carry the Rifle pattern sword 

with a plain oval surround to the cartouche on the 

hilt, showing the stringed bugle horn, the same 

styke is also carried by officers of The Rifles.

All officers of rifle regiments wear long sword 

knots, whereas in other infantry units only field 

officers wear them long and subalterns short. The 

purpose of the sword knot is to loop round the 

wrist to prevent loosing the sword when dropped.

Officers from 3GR at the King’s Coronation in 1936 with rifle pattern swords and long 

sword knots.
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Slung Sword Belt and Spurs

To this day Field Officers, those of the rank of Major and above and 

the Adjutant of a Battalion, wear spurs in boxed boots when in 

ceremonial or mess dress uniform. This dates back to an era when 

such officers would have been mounted on horseback where more 

junior officers commanded and fought on foot. Field Officers do not 

wear spurs when on parade due to the difficulty marching when worn.

All officers wear slung sword belts. This allows the sword to hang in 

the correct location to be drawn when mounted. The sword is placed 

with the guard forward when hanging and the belt straps are adjusted 

so it hangs as seen in the image.

Originally all officers, regardless of regiment or arm of service, wore 

their swords slung for use when mounted. Then General Sir Sam 

Browne VC lost an arm in a frontier skirmish in India in 1858 and 

invented the Sam Browne belt to accommodate his disability. His style 

of belt became popular in India and was used across the Army after 

his retirement. Gurkha officers then wore black Sam Browne belts 

with silver fittings (except in No.1 and No.3 dress when pouchbelts 

were worn). In 1975 starched shorts and shirts ceased to be used (in 

which order of dress a Sam Browne was required) and it was decided 

pouch belts would be worn in all orders of dress. Henceforth only 

slung swords were worn.

Colonel E Molloy (commander 2/5th GR 1885-1892) wearing slung 

sword and spurs for use with a horse. 
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Miscellaneous Points

 These regulations are to be interpreted with common sense and within the spirit of the 

law and can be adapted if required at Commanding Officers discretion. They will be 

reviewed annually and Battalions are to submit any amendments by 1 Jul of each year.

 In No. 1 and 2 Dress greatcoats may be ordered in inclement weather.  In this case a 

pullover will be worn in lieu of a jacket and GORs will wear belts and kukris outside the 

greatcoat and Officers’ pouch belts will not be worn. Greatcoats can be loaned from 

London District QMs.

 Plain black socks are worn with all forms of dress.

 The change between summer and winter orders of dress takes place 01 May and 01 

Oct.
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No.1 Dress (Temperate Ceremonial)
Officers

Headdress Forage Cap (Gurkha 

Officers Kilmarnock 

as ordered)

Jacket No.1 Tunic

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Medium black metal 

on shoulder boards 

Medals Swing mounted and 

ribbons

Shirt White w/o collar

Belt Pouch Belt

Trousers Mess overalls

Gloves Black leather

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons (spurs for 

Field Officers)

Side Arm Sword with belt

Undress Order

Headdress: Side Hat  

Remove: Medals, belts, sword

Addition: Whistle cord

Notes

1. Watches and jewellery are not to be worn in any ceremonial order except watches by parade commanders, adjutants and guard commanders.

2. Field Officers on parade are not to wear spurs.  Field Officers not on parade with troops are to wears spurs. 
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No.1 Dress (Temperate Ceremonial)
SNCOs

Headdress Kilmarnock

Jacket No.1 Tunic

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black on green 

worstead

Shoulder titles RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt White w/o collar

Whistle cord SNCOs only

Belt Black regimental

(WO1s wear 

Pouch Belt)

Trousers Green No.1 Dress

Gloves Black leather

Footwear Shoes Highland

Side Arm Kukri (Sword 

RSM)

Cane RSM/CSM

Undress Order

Headdress: Side Hat

Remove: Medals, belts, kukri

Addition: Whistle cord

Note:  Watches and jewellery are not to be worn in any ceremonial order except by parade commanders, adjutants and guard commanders.
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No.1 Dress (Temperate Ceremonial)
JNCOs & Riflemen

Headdress Kilmarnock

Jacket No.1 Tunic

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black on green 

worstead

Shoulder titles RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt White w/o collar

Belt Black regimental

Trousers Green No.1 Dress

Gloves Black leather

Footwear Shoes Highland

Side Arm Kukri

Undress Order

Headdress: Kilmarnock

Remove: Medals, belt, kukri

Note:  Watches and jewellery are not to be worn in any ceremonial order except by parade commanders, adjutants and guard commanders.
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No.2 Dress (Temperate Parade)
Officers

Headdress Forage Cap (Hats 

Felt Gurkha as 

ordered)

Jacket No.2 FAD

Buttons 4 x 40 ligne in 

front, remaining

30 ligne

Rank 

Insignia 

Black medium 

metal

Shoulder 

titles

RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt White Shirt RA

Tie FAD stone

Belt Pouch Belt

Trousers No.2 FAD

Gloves Black leather

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons

Side Arm Sword with belt

Undress Order

Head dress: Side Hat

Remove: Medals, belts, sword

Addition: Whistle cord 

Note: If situation makes it unsuitable to carry a sword ‘No.2 Dress less swords’ may be ordered
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No.2 Dress (Temperate Parade)
Other Ranks

Headdress Hats, Felt, Gurkha

Jacket No.2 FAD

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black on rifles 

green worsted

Shoulder titles RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt No.2 FAD

Tie FAD stone

Belt Black regimental 

parade

Trousers No.2 FAD

Footwear Shoes Highland

Side Arm Kukri (RSM Sword)

Cane RSM/CSM

Undress Order

Head dress: Beret

Remove: Medals, belt, kukri

Addition: Whistle cord on left arm
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No.3 Dress (Warm Weather Ceremonial)
Officers

Notes

1. Watches and jewellery are not to be worn in any ceremonial order except watches by parade commanders, 

adjutants and guard commanders, as they may be required to perform certain actions at a specified time. 

2. Field Officers on parade are not to wear spurs.  Field Officers not on parade with troops are to wears spurs. 

Headdress Forage Cap (Gurkha 

Officers Kilmarnock 

as ordered)

Jacket No.3 Tunic

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Medium black metal 

on shoulder boards 

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt White w/o collar

Belt Pouch Belt

Trousers Mess overalls

Gloves Black leather

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons (with 

spurs for Field 

Officers)

Side Arm Sword with belt

Undress Order

Headdress: Side Hat  

Remove: Medals, belt, sword

Addition: Whistle Cord on left arm
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No.4 Dress (Warm Weather Parade)
Officers

Headdress Forage Cap (Hats 

Felt Gurkha as 

ordered)

Jacket No.4

Buttons 4 x 40 ligne in 

front, remaining

30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black medium 

metal

Shoulder titles RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt White RA

Tie FAD stone

Belt Pouch Belt

Trousers No.4

Gloves Black leather

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons

Side arm Sword with belt

Undress Order

Head dress: Side Hat

Remove: Medals, belt, side arm

Addition: Whistle cord
Notes:

1. If situation makes it unsuitable to carry a sword ‘No.4 Dress less swords’ may be specified.

2. No.4 dress may be worn on formal occasions when not on parade with troops.

3. When officers are taking part in parades and formations with other ranks in warm weather areas, they wear 

either No.3 or No.6 dress.
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No.6 Dress (Warm Weather Parade)
Officers

Headdress Forage Cap (Hats 

Felt Gurkha as 

ordered)

Jacket No.6 Bush Jacket

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black medium 

metal

Shoulder titles RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Belt Pouch Belt

Trousers No.6

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons

Side arm Sword with belt

Undress Order

Head dress: Side Hat

Remove: Medals, belts, sword

Addition: Whistle cord

Note: If situation makes it unsuitable to carry a sword ‘No.6 Dress less swords’ may be specified
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No.6 Dress (Warm Weather Parade)
SNCO

Headdress Hats Felt Gurkha

Jacket No.6 Bush Jacket

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black on rifles 

green worsted on 

right arm

Shoulder titles RGR

Medals Swing mounted

Belt Black regimental 

(WO1 Pouch Belt)

Trousers No.6

Footwear Highland Brogues

Side arm Kukri

Cane RSM/CSM

Undress Order

Head dress: Side Hat

Remove: Medals (except ribbons), 

belts, side arm

Addition: Whistle cord
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No.6 Dress (Warm Weather Parade)
JNCO & Rifleman

Headdress Hats Felt Gurkha

Jacket No.6 Bush Jacket

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Black on rifles 

green worsted on 

right arm

Medals Swing mounted

Belt Black regimental

Trousers No.6

Footwear Highland Brogues

Side arm Kukri

Undress Order

Head dress: Side Hat

Remove: Medals, belts, side arms
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No.8 Dress (Combat Dress)
Lightweight Jacket Summer Order

Headdress Beret

Jacket PCS-CU 

Lightweight 

Jacket, sleeves 

rolled clear of 

elbow

Rank Insignia Rank slide on 

sternum tab

Belt Soldier 95 

working belt

Trousers PCS-CU Combat 

trousers

Footwear Black or brown 

leather combat 

boots

Notes:

1. This is the configuration is worn year 

round in Brunei.

2. In temperate climates sleeves are rolled 

up from 01 May until 30 Sept.

3. On duties in hot climate jungle hat may 

be worn as ordered.
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No.8 Dress (Combat Dress)
Lightweight Jacket Winter Order

Headdress Beret

Jacket PCS-CU Combat

Jacket, sleeves 

rolled clear of elbow

Rank Insignia Rank slide on 

sternum tab

T-shirt Olive green or brown

Belt Soldier 95 working 

belt

Trousers PCS-CU Combat 

Trousers

Footwear Black or brown 

leather combat 

boots

Notes:

In temperate climates sleeves are rolled 

down from 01 Oct until 30 Apr.
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No.8 Dress (Combat Dress)
Combat Smock Winter Order

Headdress Beret

Jacket PCS-CU Combat

Smock

Rank Insignia Rank slide on 

sternum tab

Shirt PCS-CU MTP 

Lightweight Jacket

T-shirt Olive green or 

brown

Belt Soldier 95 working 

belt

Trousers PCS-CU Combat 

Trousers

Footwear Black or brown 

leather combat 

boots
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No.8 Dress (Combat Dress)
Officers Barrack Order

Headdress Beret

Rank Insignia Black medium metal

Shoulder titles RGR

Shirt White shirt RA

Whistle cord Left arm

Belt Soldier 95 working 

belt

Trousers PCS-CU Combat 

Trousers

Footwear Black or brown 

leather combat 

boots

Notes:

1. Jersey Heavy Wool worn in winter order.

2. Worn in barracks at Commanding 

Officer’s discretion.
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No.10 Dress (Temperate Mess Dress)
Officers

Headdress Side hat

(outdoors only)

Jacket No.10

Bib No.10

Rank Insignia Black small on 

mess shoulder 

boards

Medals Swing mounted 

miniatures

Shirt White double cuff 

w/o collar, plain 

silver or regtl cuff 

links

Trousers Mess overalls

Footwear George boots or 

mess wellingtons 

(spurs for Field 

Officers)
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No.11 Dress (Tropical Mess Dress)
Officers

Headdress Side hat

(outdoors only)

Jacket No.11 with collar 

badges

Cummerbund Hunting Stewart 

(red uppermost)

Rank Insignia Black small on 

shoulder boards

Medals Swing mounted 

miniatures

Shirt White double cuff 

w/o collar, plain 

silver or regtl cuff 

links

Trousers Mess overalls

Footwear George boots or 

mess wellingtons 

(spurs for Field 

Officers)
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No.11 Dress (Tropical Mess Dress)
SNCOs

Headdress Side hat (outdoors 

only)

Jacket No.11 with collar 

badges

Cummerbund Hunting Stewart (red 

uppermost)

Rank Insignia Black on rifles green 

worsted

Medals Swing mounted 

miniatures

Shirt White double cuff 

w/o collar, plain 

silver or regtl cuff 

links

Trousers Mess overalls

Footwear Issued Oxford shoes

Note:

1. No.11 Mess Dress is worn by SNCOs in 

temperate and tropical climate.

2. SNCO mess dress trousers have ½ in 

black braid on outer seams.
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No.13 Dress (Barrack Dress Winter Order)
Officers

Headdress Side hat

Jumper Jersey heavy 

wool

Rank Insignia Black medium 

metal

Shoulder titles RGR

Tie FAD stone

Shirt White shirt RA

Belt Stable belt

Trousers FAD Barrack 

Dress

Footwear Highland brogues

Note: TRFs are not to be 

worn on Jersey Heavy Wool.
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No.13 Dress (Barrack Dress Winter Order)
SNCOs

Headdress Side hat

Jumper Jersey heavy wool

Rank Insignia Black on rifle green 

worsted

Shoulder titles RGR

Tie FAD stone

Shirt FAD Barrack Dress 

fawn

Belt Stable belt

Trousers FAD Barrack Dress

Footwear Issued Oxford 

shoes

Note: TRFs are not to be worn 

on Jersey Heavy Wool.
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No.14 Dress (Summer Barrack Dress)
Officers

Headdress Side hat

Rank Insignia Black medium 

metal

Shoulder titles RGR

Whistle cord Left arm

Shirt White shirt RA

Belt Stable belt

Trousers FAD Barrack 

Dress 

(Lightweights as 

ordered)

Footwear Highland brogues
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No.14 Dress (Summer Barrack Dress)
SNCOs

Headdress Side hat

Rank Insignia Plain black

(WO1 and WO2 

wrist strap)

Shoulder titles RGR

Whistle cord Left arm

Shirt FAD barrack 

dress fawn

Belt Stable belt

Trousers FAD Barrack 

Dress 

(Lightweights as 

ordered)

Footwear Issued Oxford 

shoes
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No.13 & No.14 Dress (Barrack Dress Order)
JNCOs and Riflemen

No.13 Dress 

(Barrack Dress Winter Order)

Headdress Beret

Jumper Jersey heavy 

wool

Rank Insignia Black on rifle 

green worstead

Shoulder titles RGR

Shirt FAD barrack 

dress fawn

Belt Stable belt

Trousers FAD Barrack 

Dress

Footwear Issued Oxford 

shoes

No.14 Dress 

(Barrack Dress Summer Order)

Headdress Beret

Rank Insignia Plain black

Shoulder titles RGR

Shirt FAD barrack 

dress fawn

Belt Stable belt

Trousers FAD Barrack 

Dress 

(Lightweights as

ordered)

Footwear Issued Oxford 

shoes

Note: TRFs are not to be worn 

on Jersey Heavy Wool.
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Pipes and Drums

Notes:

1. Drum Major - Belt Regt’l/Sash & Mace/Black 

Leather Gloves.

2. Pipe Major – Kothimori Kukri.

3. In very hot weather Skins may be discarded 

at the Pipe President’s discretion.

4. No.1 & No.3 Dress jackets for Pipers are to 

be in the Lowland Scottish pattern (cutaway).

5. Tropical (No 3 Dress) is not to be worn in 

temperate areas

No.1 Temperate 

Ceremonial

No.3 Warm Weather

Ceremonial

Head dress Kilmarnock Kilmarnock

Jacket No.1 No.3

Shirt White w/o collar T-shirt

Medals Swing mounted Swing mounted

Shoulder Titles No No

Trousers - Pipers Douglas Trews Douglas Trews

Trousers -

Drummers

No.1 Dress Douglas Trews

Belt - Pipers No.1 Dress Crossed Pipers No 3

Waist Pipers No 7

Belt - Drummers Belt Regimental

Sling drum

Belt Regimental

Sling drum

Scarf - Pipers Douglas Tartan Douglas Tartan

Brooch - Pipers Regimental Regimental

Cords - Drummers Dress Dress

Skins Bass & Tenor Drummers Bass & Tenor Drummers

Side Arm Kukri Kukri

Footwear Shoes Highland & Spats 

White

Shoes Highland & Spats 

White
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Piper No.1 Dress 
(Temperate Ceremonial)
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Drummer No.1 Dress 
(Temperate Ceremonial)
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Piper No.3 Dress 
(Warm Weather Ceremonial)
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Drummer No.3 Dress 
(Warm Weather Ceremonial)
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Regimental Mufti

Other Ranks

Jacket Regimental blazer

Tie Regimental stripped

Shirt White double cuff with

plain silver or regimental 

cufflinks

Belt Black leather dress belt

Trousers Grey flannel

Footwear Issued Oxford shoes

Officers

Jacket Regimental blazer

Tie RGR or other recognised 

regtl

Shirt Plain colour double cuff 

with plain silver or 

regimental cufflinks

Belt Black or brown leather 

dress belt to match shoes

Trousers Grey or brown

Footwear Black or brown Oxford 

(with or without broguing)
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Queen’s Truncheon Jemadar

Headdress Kilmarnock with black

touri

Jacket No.1 Tunic

Rank Insignia Medium black metal 

on shoulder boards 

Medals Swing mounted

Shirt White w/o collar

Belt Queen’s Truncheon 

pouch belt

Trousers Green No.1

Gloves Black leather

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons

Side Arm Sword with belt
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Queen’s Gurkha Orderly Officer (QGOO)

Headdress Kilmarnock with black

touri

Jacket No.1 Tunic

Buttons 30 ligne

Rank Insignia Medium black metal 

on shoulder boards 

with Royal Cypher

titles

Aiguilettes 1st Class Royal

Medals Court mounted

Shirt White w/o collar

Belt Pouch Belt

Trousers Green No.1

Gloves Black leather

Footwear George boots or 

Wellingtons

Side Arm Sword with belt
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Cap and Collar Badges

Cap badge: Silver crossed Kukris with Sovereign’s Crown on top.  The blades crossed left 

over right, cutting edges outwards and is to be worn on Hats Felt Gurkha and berets.

Collar badge: Same as cap badge. Worn on SNCO No.10 Dress and Officers’ No.11 Dress 

jackets. Tips of kukris 7/10 inches apart.
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Beret and Cap Badge

Beret is worn with the cap badge centred over the left eye, not towards the ear. The cap badge is mounted 3-5mm above the beret rim 

with the brass backing plate use to ensure the badge sits flush on the fabric. Bow ends of the beret are knotted and tucked away.

Correctly worn beret and cap badge. Soldiers serving under 16 Air Assault Brigade wear the maroon beret.
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Hats, Felt, Gurkha

The Hats Felt 

Gurkha is worn 

sloped to the right. 

The cap badge is 

standard size and 

backed with a 

square of Hunting 

Stewart tartan. The 

cloth hat band and 

tartan is sewn on by 

the regimental tailor.

The chin strap 

should be worn 

under the front of 

the chin, not on the 

jaw towards the 

neck. 
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Kilmarnock Hats

Pipes and Drums

ORs

The OR’s Kilmarnock has a standard size cap badge and the Pipes and Drums uses an 

oversize cap badge. Worn sloped to the right with the cap badge in the centre. The strap 

should be forward towards the chin.
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Side Hat

Officer SNCO

Plain rifle green with 2 x regimental buttons (22 ligne) at 

front.
Plain rifle green with RGR badge as for No 1 Dress hat, mounted 

on black beehive boss 9/10 in wide at base. 2 x 22 ligne buttons 

at front.
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Officers’ Forage Cap

The Forage Cap is to have curved edges, but not aggressively shaped. RGR badge 

mounted on black beehive boss 9/10 in wide at base. A field officers cap has additional 

single oak leaf band (38mm wide) added to the peak. It is recommended that the hat is sent 

to the original hat maker to have the oak leaves added.  

Field Officer Capt/Lt
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Wearing of the Earl Haig Poppy

The Earl Haig poppy is traditionally worn by uniformed personnel on Remembrance Sunday and for 7 

days prior to that event. It is worn on headdress by all ranks, with the large petal uppermost.

Beret: The poppy with red petal stripped is worn behind the cap badge.

Hats Felt Gurkha: The poppy with red petal 

stripped is worn behind the cap badge.

Forage Cap: The is worn intact behind the left chin 

strap button with the stem tucked into the hat band.

Side Hat: The poppy is worn intact pinned into 

the left hand curve of the Side Hat “Flap”.
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ORs' Regimental Parade Belt

Black plastic complete with rectangular belt buckle and badge. There should be three 

loops in total, one either side of the belt buckle and one at the rear to retain the kukri.
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Stable Belt

Worn with the black band uppermost.  

The buckle is fastened on the left with 

the straps pointing to the rear. The 

leather should be blackened.

The straps are fastened to the left 

side of the body. Traditionally this was 

to prevent it catching on a saddle 

when mounting a horse. 
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Whistle Cord

The whistle cord has one fixed and two or three sliding runners. The inside runner 

should hold the cord under the armpit and the remaining runners evenly spaced. Sgt 

and CSgt wear a whistle cord with three knots, WO2 and above wear four knots. It is 

worn on the left hand side and the clip fastened on the pocket 

Black with four knots worn 

by WO2 and above

Prince of Wales Kukri winner’s whistle 

cord is worn for the rest of his career

Black with three knots 

worn by Sgt and CSgt
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Tactical Recognition Flashes (TRF) and Badges 

16 Air Assault Brigade

Right arm: Crossed 

kukri flash above black 

DZ flash

Left arm: Union Flag 

above 16X Screaming 

Eagle flash 

British Forces Brunei

Left arm: Union Flag 

above BFB flash

Right arm: Crossed 

kukri flash
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Kukri Anatomy

Hira Jornu (Keeper)

Chapri (Butt Cap)

Paro (Tang)

Kanjo (Bolster)

Beet (Spine)

Khol (Groove)

Ang (Main body)

Chirra (Fuller)

Dhaar (Edge)

Harhari (Rings)

Cho (Notch)

Ghari (Ricasso)

Toppa (Tip)

Kukri

Faras (Frog)

Tuna (Lace)

Chape (Khothi)

Golie (Loop)

Mauri (Throat)

Sharir (Main Body)

Bhunti (Ridge)

Scabbard

Chakmak

Karda
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Sword

RGR officers carry the Rifles pattern sword 

with a plain oval surround to the cartouche 

on the hilt, showing the stringed bugle horn. 

The same style is also carried by officers of 

The Rifles.

When purchasing a sword ensure that a 

black buff (leather band at the that sits 

between the blade’s shoulder and the 

guard) is black leather. Existing white buffs 

should be blackened.

The blade should have the RGR badge on 

inner or left side of blade, the Royal Cypher 

on outer or right side of blade. Personal 

initials/names/dates are permissible on the 

blank panel provided under badge or cipher.
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Sword Anatomy 

Quillion

Knot is tied 

through Pas de 

Ane Ring

Sword knot

Grip

Back piece

Pommel

Guard

Hilt
Tang

Shoulder

Ricasso

Fuller

Spear point

Blade
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Sword Scabbard and Belt

The scabbard is a sheath to hold the sword.  The RGR only wear nickel plated scabbards with all forms of dress, so do 

not waste money on a package that includes a leather Sam Browne scabbard. The sword belt is Rifles pattern with 

a black webbing belt, black plastic slings and chrome trappings.

Shoe/Drag

Loose rings

Mouthpiece

Scabbard Sword Belt
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Tying a Sword Knot

1. Loop the end 

through the pas 

de ane ring 

from below.

2. Pass the knot 

over the guard 

towards the 

pommel.

3. Pass the knot 

through the 

guard.

4. Pass the knot through 

the guard twice more.

5. Pas the knot through 

the loop and pull he whole 

knot tight working from the 

pummel end downwards.

6. The completed knot.
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Pouch Belt

The RGR Pouch Belt is made up of the 76mm wide leather Cross Belt & rear pouch plus 

connector fittings for belt furniture.

The individual furniture items for the belt are:

1. RGR Cross Belt badge & back plate.

2. Whistle, chain and keeper with Ram’s Head.

3. Hussars’ ‘Hawk’ Prussian Eagle pouch badge.
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Pouch Belt Fitting Instructions (1)

1. The initial fitting of the large belt badges, chain and whistle must be carried out with the user wearing No.2 Dress/FAD jacket. 

2. Ensure that the rear pouch is central over the centre back seam of the jacket. The length adjusters of the cross belt/pouch should 

be equal on both ends. Leave approximately four fingers width under the right armpit. Ensure that it does not push against the left 

epaulette button. 

3. Try swinging your arms and moving about. Check again that the pouch is central on the back and that it sits comfortably under

the right arm pit and does not “push” against the left epaulette button. The holes for the silver fittings should be made by a cobbler 

or with a hole punching tool. Ensure that the holes are a tight fit to avoid “badge rattle”.

4. The belt should travel across the chest just under the right breast pocket flap button. It should be approximately four fingers width 

below the right armpit. It runs under the left lapel (ensure that it does not push the lapel up). It runs under the left shoulder strap. 

5. Fit the large belt badge to the front. The backing plate can be used as a template to assist fitting. The badge is fitted with its 

centre over the line of the front buttons, and equally distant from both edges of the belt. The badge follows the sweep of the belt (i.e. 

not fitted upright). A useful tip is to remove the fixing nuts and then firmly press the badge into the required position on the belt. The 

holes can then be punched through where the indentation marks have been left by the screws of the badge.

6. When the centre badge has been attached, fit the Ram's Head and whistle chain. The Ram’s Head is fitted upright in the step of 

the No2 Dress/FAD Jacket of the collar/lapel.

7. The whistle is then fitted upright and equidistant with the Ram’s Head from the centre of the badge. When the whistle is inserted 

in the holder the chains should loop and drop (uncrossed) over and below the front of the belt.

8. The centre badge backing plate is worn on the inside between body and belt.
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Pouch Belt Fitting Instructions (2)

Correct alignment of Pouch Belt furniture on No.2 Dress jacket. 

The belt is to run over the top of medals.
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Ties

The tie to be worn by Officers and SNCOs with No.2 and No.13 

Dress is ‘FAD, Tie, Stone, No.2 Dress’. This has replaced the 

darker Officers’ tie. 

All ties (including with Mufti) should be worn using a four-in-

hand style (below), pulled into a small tight knot. The No.2 tie 

can be safety pinned to the shirt to prevent it pulling out of the 

jacket.
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Rank Slides - Officers

2Lt Lt Capt

Maj
Lt Col
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Rank Slides - NCOs

LCpl Cpl Sgt

CSgt WO2 WO1
WO2 RQMS
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Officers’ Metal Rank Insignia

Colloquially referred to as ‘Gimp Boards’. 

Black woven braid laid to a board. Wide 

boards (top) are secured to No.1 and 3 

Dress tunics by leather strap and threaded 

30 ligne button.

Narrow boards (bottom) are sewn to the 

shoulders of No.10 and 11 mess dress 

jackets. No.10 boards have a toggle and 

No.11 boards with a 30 ligne button.

Shoulder titles are not worn with theses 

boards (less QGOO).

Shoulder ‘Gimp’ Boards

Pips (or Bath Stars) and Crowns 

come in two sizes:

‘Medium Metal’ (5/8 inch) are worn 

with No.1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 13 & 14 Dress.

‘Small Metal’ (3/8 inch) worn with 

No.10 and 11 mess dress.

Spike and stud, screw and nut are 

available for medium size and screw 

and nut and double loops (for gimp 

boards) for small pips and crowns.

An ivory rank slide can be 

purchased used with medium 

metal insignia for No.14 Dress 

where metal insignia and shoulder 

titles and can be easily removed 

from the White Shirt RA.

Pips and Crowns No.14 Rank Slide
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Parade Dress Rank Insignia

LCpl Cpl
Sgt

CSgt
WO2 WO2 RQMS

WO1
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Pipes and Drums Accoutrements

Pipe Major rank insignia Drum Major rank insignia

Piper’s badge Drummer’s badge
Sashes
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Donation of Pipe Banners

Any officer may purchase a Royal Gurkha Rifles pipe banner 

which will be embroidered on a rifle green background with the 

Royal Gurkha Rifles on the obverse and on the reverse the 

POW feathers, Prussian Eagle, Duke of Edinburgh’s Cipher 

and the Elephant and Rock Fort; insignia taken from the four 

antecedent regiments of the RGR. The banner will have the the 

donor’s initials discretely monogrammed in the centre of the 

reverse.

The Commanding Officer’s pipe banner may be embroidered 

with his family crest rather than his initials. The backing colour 

of the family crest need not be rifle green. It is the 

Commanding Officer’s choice as to whether he keeps the 

ciphers of the antecedent regiments on his pipe banner.

Pipe banners are retained by the Pipes and Drums and will be 

displayed on the pipes when the owning officer is present. On 

leaving the Regiment, pipe banners are retuned to the officer 

concerned. It is tradition for the CO to give his pipe banner to 

the Regiment at some time after relinquishing command. It will 

then be displayed appropriately in the Officers’ Mess.
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WOs’ Strap, Wrist, Badge

Wrist strap worn on the right arm by all WO1 and WO2s’ with No.14 Dress. The strap is 

issued in brown and needs to be blackened before it is worn. It is worn on the right wrist with 

the rank badge facing up when the arm is down (bottom of the badge towards the hand).

WO1

(Royal Warrant)

WO2

(Crown Metallic Large)
RQMS/TQMS

(Crown in Wreath)
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WO’s Cane

Left: CSMs’ cane is 

27’’ in black with silver 

ball head and 

embossed regimental 

badge

Below: RSM’s cane is 32’’ long with silver rings added 

with previous holders of post names inscribed. Silver 

head with embossed regimental badge.

Canes are always carried by RSMs and CSMs when wearing Nos.1, 2 and 6 Dress 

and  can be carried with other forms of dress as required.
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Regimental Buttons

Ligne Inches Millimetres

22 9/16 14.2

30 3/4 19.0

40 1 25.4

RGR buttons are black with the unit badge and fastened by screw, ring or sewn.

The British Army uses the traditional ‘Ligne’ unit of meausure for the diameter of a 

button. The RGR uses 22, 30 and 40 ligne buttons.
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Field Officers’ Spurs

Spurs are worn by Field Officers with No.1, 3, 10 and 11 Dress with George boots or Mess 

Wellingtons. The RGR wears straight style spurs, not swan neck. They are inserted into 

the heel of the boot using spur boxes, which can be fitted to boots by a military cobbler.
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Officers Dress Aide Memoire

Dress Description Headdress Jacket/

Jersey

Epaulettes Rank Shoulder 

Titles

Shirt Tie Trousers Belt Boots Gloves Side 

Arm

Medals Whistle 

Cord

No.1 Temperate 

Ceremonial

Forage (GOs 

Kilmarnock as 

ordered)

No.1 tunic Black cord 

w/screw button

Black, 

medium 

metal

No White 

w/o 

collar

No Mess 

Overalls

Pouch &

Sword

Belts

George or 

Wellingtons

Black

leather

Sword Swing 

mounted

No

Undress Side hat No.1 tunic Black cord

w/screw button

Black 

medium 

metal

No White 

w/o 

collar

No Mess 

Overalls

No George or 

Wellingtons

Black

leather

No Ribbons 

only

Yes

No 2 Temperate 

Parade

Forage (Hats 

Felt Gurkha as 

ordered)

No.2 FAD No Black 

medium 

metal

Yes White 

Shirt 

RA

Yes No.2 FAD Pouch &

Sword

Belts

George or 

Wellingtons

Black

leather

Sword Yes No

Undress Side hat No.2 No Black 

medium 

metal

Yes White 

Shirt 

RA

Yes No.2 FAD No George or 

Wellingtons

Black 

leather

No Ribbons Yes

No.3 Warm Weather 

Ceremonial

Forage (GOs 

Kilmarnock as 

ordered)

No.3 tunic Black cord 

boards

w/screw button 

Black,

medium 

metal

No White 

w/o

collar

No Mess 

Overalls

Pouch &

Sword

Belts

George or 

Wellingtons

Black 

leather

Sword Swing 

mounted

No 

Undress Side hat No.3 tunic Black cord 

boards

w/screw button

Black,

med, 

metal

No White 

w/o 

collar

No Mess 

Overalls

No George or 

Wellingtons

Black 

leather

No Ribbons No 

No.4 Warm Weather 

Service Dress

Forage (Hats 

Felt Gurkha as 

ordered)

No.4 No Black,

medium 

metal

Yes White 

Shirt 

RA

Yes No 4 Pouch &

Sword

Belt

George or 

Wellingtons

No Sword Swing 

mounted

No

Undress Side No.4 No Black,

medium 

metal

Yes White 

Shirt 

RA

Yes No.4 No George or 

Wellingtons

No No Ribbons Yes

No.6 Warm Weather 

Parade

Forage (Hats 

Felt Gurkha as 

ordered)

No.6 No Black,

medium 

metal

Yes No No No.6 Pouch &

Sword

Belts

George or 

Wellingtons

No Sword Swing 

mounted

No 

Undress Side hat No.6 No Black,

medium

metal

Yes No No No.6 No George or 

Wellingtons

No No Ribbons Yes

No.8 Combat Dress Variations of PCS-CU MTP uniform as ordered (dependant on season and climate).

No.10 Temperate 

Mess Kit

Forage No.10 

jacket & 

bib

Mess shoulder 

boards

Black

small 

metal

No White 

w/o

collar

No Mess 

Overalls

No George or 

Wellingtons

No No Swing 

mounted 

miniature

No

No.11 Tropical Mess 

Kit

Forage No.11

jacket

Mess shoulder 

boards

Black

small,

metal

No White 

w/o

collar

No Mess 

Overalls

Hunting 

Stewart

George or 

Wellingtons

No No Swing 

mounted 

miniature

No 

No.13 Barrack Dress Side Jersey, 

heavy, 

wool

N/A Black

medium 

metal

Yes White 

RA

No FAD 

Barrack 

Dress

Stable Highland No No No Yes

No.14 Barrack Dress

(Short Sleeve)

Side No N/A Black,

medium

metal

Yes White 

RA

No FAD (TMLs 

as ordered)

Stable Highland No No No Yes
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Regimental Tailors

Tailors

G D Golding (Tailors) Ltd

220 Hatfield Road

St Albans

Herts

AL1 4LW

Tel: 01727 841321

Web: www.goldings.co.uk/

Email: tailors@goldings.co.uk

Tailors

Kashket and Partners Ltd

35 Hoxton Square

Islington

London

N1 6NN

Tel: 020 7739 3737

Web: www.kashket.net

Email: military@kashket.net

Pouch Belt Makers

AMMO & Co Ltd 

Unit 17, Off Thompson Road 

Gravelly Industrial Park 

Birmingham

B24 8HZ

Tel: 0121 772 2999

Web: www.ammoandco.co.uk

Email: enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk

Sword Makers

AMMO & Co Ltd 

Unit 17, Off Thompson Road 

Gravelly Industrial Park 

Birmingham

B24 8HZ

Tel: 0121 772 2999

Web: www.ammoandco.co.uk

Email: enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk

Hatters

AMMO & Co Ltd 

Unit 17, Off Thompson Road 

Gravelly Industrial Park 

Birmingham

B24 8HZ

Tel: 0121 772 2999

Web: www.ammoandco.co.uk

Email: enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk

Officers’ Shirts

AMMO & Co Ltd 

Unit 17, Off Thompson Road 

Gravelly Industrial Park 

Birmingham

B24 8HZ

Tel: 0121 772 2999

Web: www.ammoandco.co.uk

Email: enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk

mailto:enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@ammoandco.co.uk

